Eagle Managed Services DPS Backup as a Service

Eagle DPS Backup as a Service
Protecting data assets is a daunting task for today’s IT organizations. Unprecedented data growth and complex IT
environments have led to significant business challenges, and many companies struggle to protect and secure
their data. As a result, many organizations rely on a patchwork of solutions to meet their data protection needs.
With Eagle DPS Backup as a Service, we’re solving these data protection challenges for our customers.

It's all about the data
At Eagle we understand that data is your most valuable business asset. Protection of that valuable data is key.
With Eagle DPS Backup as a Service, we leverage our industry experience - nearly four decades of protecting
company’s data assets -- with our managed service solution that aligns with the business value of your data.
Eagle DPS BaaS is uniquely designed to protect:
ANY Data: any data set, application, hypervisor or OS
ANY Time: guaranteed availability dependent on customer RTO, RPO and SLA’s
ANY Where: regardless of where data lives – on premises, hybrid cloud or public cloud

Eagle DPS BaaS eliminates the complexity of protecting data assets. Designed to support customers’ most common
data protection challenges, our worry-free, managed and monitored appliance-based solution can also replicate your
data into Eagle’s secure cloud datacenter or to a public cloud provider of your choice.
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Benefits of Eagle DPS Backup as a Service
Enterprise Class Data Protection ensures alignment to your business strategy as well as your security and
compliance requirements.
Single, Flexible Platform protects any data set, application, hypervisor or OS, regardless of where it lives.
Affordable consumption-based pricing pay only for what you use with multiple plans to meet your needs.
Capacity Planning remove the pain of capacity planning with our solution that scales with your needs.
Business Continuity meet your SLA's to protect and recover your data when you need it.
Deduplication and Compression leverages modern technology to reduce data center footprint and peripheral cost.
Full Security with Encryption leverages modern technology to reduce data center footprint and peripheral cost.
Multi-Cloud Support leverage Eagle’s Cloud or Public cloud for a truly hybrid solution .
Fully Supported rely on Eagle's DPS professionals to provide a single point of contact for your entire data
protection solution .

Rest assured, your data is safe in our state-of-the-art data center
Our secure, redundant, purpose-built datacenter meets the industry’s top security and compliance standards for
banking, healthcare, e-commerce and other highly regulated businesses. Our datacenter undergoes annual audits
conducted by an external auditing firm to complete SOC 2 Type reviews.

People making data protection easy
Leverage Eagle’s Backup as a Service solution and take the worry and complexity out of your data protection
requirements. You can be confident your data is in good hands with Eagle Technologies. Contact us today for
more details.

People making technology easy.
Eagle Technologies | 124 Indiana Ave., Salina, KS 67401 | 800.477.5432 | www.eagleinc.com
Eagle Technologies provides storage, data management, backup, DR, virtualization, and managed services.
Our goal is to create dynamic, easy-to-use solutions by coupling industry leading technologies with our expertise and award winning services.
We're Eagle, and we're people making technology easy.

